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No commentary will be necessary on these lines before you recognize that they are evocative of some works or other of the Romantic poets : Coleridge's ' Frost at Midnight, ' for example, and ' The Eolian Harp, ' Gray's ' Elegy, ' Shelley's ' Ode to the West Wind, ' ' To a Skylark ' and ' Hymn to intellectual Beauty, ' Wordsworth's ' To the Cuckoo, ' Keats's ' Ode to a Nightingale, ' and so on. Note that these are, most of them, the very poems arrayed in the celebrated anthology that Hardy aspired to have taken part in. He seems, as it were, to " have loaded every rift of his subject with ore " in this poem the ore, that is, of the Golden Treasury.
I do not think it a mere coincidence that Hardy filled his poem with the vocabulary of Palgrave's anthology. Its first edition was published in 1861, and as early as January next year he got a copy of it from a friend ( Pinion 1978 167 ) . After repeated reprints of this edition Palgrave intended in 1897 to cover the period succeeding it, and issued the Second Series consisting of selected works of the poets after 1850. As a matter of course there were no entries of Hardy's poems here, as he had not yet begun to publish his up with an optimistic view that man had still a ray of hope for hapiness ahead of him.
But was that a case? Did Hardy really mean to convey such a Romantic hope, however faint it might be, on the pretext of the thrush's " ecstatic sound " ?
Let me now draw your attention to some other connotative traits of the poem. To begin with, the " Thrush " in the title is rather a common bird, less Romantic than a nightingale or a skylark, and besides it is " An aged thrush, frail, gaunt, and small. " (21) What a contrast it makes with the preceding two lines ! Was the " full-hearted evensong / Of joy illimited " (19-20) really uttered by this " aged thrush, frail, gaunt, and small " ? The contrast is bathetic, rather than pathetic ; it strikes us as mockery, rather than a lament.
More characteristic examples of such " un-Romantic " diction are the following three words in the last stanza : "carolings, " " terrestrial " and " good-night. " The first word makes me imagine a Christmas Eve in some happy Victorian home, and the phrase, " carolings of such ecstatic sound, " invites me to think not of Keats's nightingale, but of Emma Gifford singing hymns in self-complacent rapture. " Goodnight " also belongs to the vocabulary of domestic life, connoting a good and peaceful human relationship, never to have been selected in place of " Adieu, adieu, " when the ghost of Hamlet's Father receded into the darkness or when Keats was deserted by his famed bird. And " terrestrial " is I believe a typically Victorian terms of science, commonly deployed by such naturalists as Charles
Lyell and Charles Darwin. OED gives two example, " terrestrial species " and " terrestrial animals, " quoted respectively from Lyell's Principles of Geology (1830) The vocabulary is Wordsworthian, but the thought is sarcastically positivistic in the way the poet mocks the good and pious believers. To him, so it seems, nothing really existed unless he was able to make sure of it with his senses. That is why he could not bring himself to believe in " some blessed Hope, " which was not more than " a voice " in the last analysis. It was this realization of the vanity of human wishes, or the illusoriness of the Romantic vision that Hardy reflects in ' The Darkling Thrush, ' ironically making use of Romantic images and motifs.
We have the literary term " mock-epic " or " mock-heroic " to denote a work in which the author aims at a satirical effect by treating a trivial subject with the elaborate and dignified devices of the epic. After this fashion I should like to coin the word " mockRomantic " to characterize the style in which the poet attempts to expose some unRomantic aspects of life by the very use of Romantic diction. Let it be noticed by the way that a mock-epic is not a poem that mocks epic poetry itself. The Rape of the Lock, for example, is a clear evidence of Pope's total immersion in the great epic poems of the past, and is a remarkable indication of how widely they must have been known in Pope's day. Hence what he intended to make fun of in applying the diction and style of the Iliad to the trivial events of the aristocracy, was not the good old heroic world of Homer's grand epic, but the petty society of his own age where feminine vanity and Lilliputian wars passed current as " heroic " subjects for poetry. In the same way, when we call
Hardy's ' Darkling Thrush ' mock-Romantic, it does not mean that the poem mocks the Romanticism of the Great Romantics. To the contrary, the very fact of the author's admiring and hankering after them made him turn his eyes on the reality of his own day
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" An aged thrush. . . in blast-beruffled plume " is his own image. If so, the narrator who is hearing its vain " carrolings " is another Hardy who, cynically smiling, watches his Romantic self getting hopelessly alienated from the province of Shelley and Keats.
What was it, then, that destined Hardy to this paradoxical alienation from what he had been longing for at heart? The ideological kind of answer that the trend of the times had changed would help us little, nor would the sociological account which ascribes affairs of the imagination to the economic and political forces active in Hardy's time. For in practically the same age when Hardy half-despaired of the Romantic inspiration, Tennyson inherited Romantic lyricism, and later Yeats deservedly counted himself among " the last romantics " (Poems 276). Now we are coming to the point, and our argument will be focussed on the peculiar nature of Hardy's imagination.
Here is another poem of Hardy also dealing with birds :
The swallows flew in the curves of an eight 
19-24
His mental perplexity apart, the mode of Hardy's ocular movement and selective perception bears witness, I presume, to the idiosyncrasy of his imagination itself. His imaginative eye is bound to close, descend, and converge on earthly objects attentively observed : his imagination is, in a word, " terrestrial. "
The Romantic imagination as we usually understand it is quite different in vector and character. It soars " higher and still higher " like Shelley's skylark, " from the earth thou springest " (602). It transcends the mundane world and fetches the fire of inspiration from the loftiest heaven that sends forth " the white radiance of Eternity " (443). Keats's imagination also led the poet often to an empyreal height, though substantially he remained in " the realm of Flora, and old Pan " (71) and produced a wealth of sensusl imagery imbued with mythological metaphors. To Coleridge " the one Life within us and abroad " (101) was the source of his shaping spirit of imagination, whose " intellectual breeze " (102) he was always waiting for to sound the Eolian harp. Wordsworth's source of imagination was at the farthest end of recollection where " our souls have sight of that immortal sea / which brought us hither " (IV, 208). He was continually pursuing " the visionary gleam, " only to have it lost, as ' To the Cuckoo ' shows, in " an unsubstantial, faery place. "
What is common to all these poets is that their imagination has a transcendental quality. It enables them not only to experience the revelation of something beyond time and space, but also to represent the intuition by means of metaphors and symbols, as 
82
Placed with our backs to bright Reality, That we may learn with young unwounded ken The substance from its shadow.
18-23
Or in ' The Philosophy of Shelley's Poetry ' Yeats also confirms this transcendental character of images and symbols exemplified in Shelley :
He must have expected to receive thoughts and images from beyond his own mind, just in so far as that mind transcended its preoccupation with patricular time and place, for he believed inspiration a kind of death ; and he could hardly have helped perceiving that an image that has transcended particular time and place becomes a symbol, passes beyond death, as it were, and becomes a living soul. Hardy's terrestrial imagination keeps him bound to the earth not only in perception but also in representation.
I know I am telling only half the truth, however. The following quotation illustrates how Hardy made little of mere optical effects in representing landsacapes, and how he thought it important for the mind to disicover the " deeper reality underlying the scenic " or be awakened to the " tragical mysteries of life, " and coalesce such inner awareness with the outer object ; " and the two united are depicted as the All, " he says lastly : The " simply natural " is interesting no longer. The much decried, mad, late-Turner rendering is now necessary to create my interest. The exact truth as to material fact ceases to be of importance in art it is a student's style the style of a period when the mind is serene and unawakened to the tragical mysteries of life ; when it does not bring anything to the object that coalesces with and translates the qualities that are already there, half hidden, it may be and the two united are depicted as the All.
Life, 185
This union or coalescence of the inner and the outer is apparently in line with another important phase of the Romantic theory of the imagination, that is, the belief in the cooperation of the subject and the object, the inward mind and the outward nature.
Wordsworth declares :
How exquisitely the individual mind . . . 
15-18
Feeling that he is a mere " mimicker and counterfeit " (30) of his own stock, the poet mutters his protest feebly. At the instant, he says, The Mage's mirror left the window-square, And the stained moon and drift retook their places there.
35-36
The poem ends here. Now it is clear that the window-panes have acted as a translucent screen, rather than a mirror, temporarily falling between the night sky and the poet, and bringing together the outward scene of the moon and the clouds and his subliminal awareness of hereditary blood. On this meeting point not only the skyscape and the mindscape come together, but also the present and the past, what he is now and what he originally was are united. This is the magic of Hardy's terrestrial imagination, which makes it possible to visualize the " deeper reality " underlying man and the world without transforming anything on the surface of the physical universe.
To Hardy, however, the present outer reality, if left to itself, is characteristically dark and desolate and doomed, as we have seen in ' The Darkling Thrush. ' If there be any hope whatever, it will only come from the successful fusion of outer and inner to promote the " poetry of place, " Hardy seems to suggest. The next case illustrates such hope by describing a landscape which itself works as a screen. In ' After a Romantic Day, ' a young man is on a train returning from a tryst. The train is passing through a cutting and there is nothing to delight his eyes except the moonlight :
And the blank lack of any charm Of landscape did not harm.
The bald steep cutting, rigid, rough, And moon-lit, was enough For poetry of place : its weathered face Formed a convenient sheet whereon
The visions of his mind were drawn.
7-13
The " poetry of place " is Hardy's naming for the meeting point that we have been discussing. Here the landscape serves both as the source of his sense perceptions and as
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This interposision of a substantial screen between the subject and the object, though it was a natural outcome of Hardy's earth-bound imagination, gives another unexpected advantage to his poetry. In his poems, as well as his novels and stories, nature appears permanent, inviolate, as opposed to the uncertainty and fragility of the human mind.
Describing Egdon Heath as the most invariable part of nature, he narrates in the famous opening chapter of The Return of the Native : " The great inviolate place had an ancient permanence which the sea cannot claim. . . The sea changed, the fields changed, the rivers, the villages, and the people changed, yet Egdon remained " (36). Indeed, all that appeared variable in his poems are the poet's own passions and feelings visualized on the mirror or the screen on which they are projected. But the very use of these remarkable devices makes it possible not only to give shape to his inward emotions, but also to leave what lies beyond them untouched. No matter how his mind be perturbed, how accordingly his images woven on them be varied, everything above or beyond them, either the " substant thing " above the troubled pond ( ' At a Rashy Pond ' ), or the moon and the clouds drifting past the window-panes, or the rough face of a bald steep cutting, continues to exist for thousand years undisturbed. And sometimes such outer existence may lend an aspect of its permanence even to human affairs. 
